ASSOCIATION OF THE LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA

MISSION: To provide funding and resources to support the Louisville Orchestra, to create opportunities for youth to excel in performing and appreciating symphonic music and to broaden the audience and support of the Louisville Orchestra throughout the region.

Dear ALO Members and Friends,

At the end of an extraordinary year, it is time to celebrate some happy and remarkable news! Together, ALO members, friends in the community, and the ALO Board of Directors have achieved ALO’s 2020 pledge, and $90,000 has been donated to the Louisville Orchestra!

Due to the unwavering dedication of your ALO Board of Directors, who participated 100% in contributing to ALO’s goal, and joined by many of you expressing your desire to remain committed with your donations, we were able to meet the challenge! By making this sizeable contribution, you have helped “keep the music playing” for our beloved orchestra.

We can be proud of ALO’s accomplishments during this challenging year:

- ALO 2020 fundraising contribution to the Louisville Orchestra met our goal.

- Continued our education mission by conducting a successful virtual Young Artist Competition in November, and in January one thousand dollars ($1,000) was donated by the ALO to purchase five (5) quarter-sized violins for the Louisville Orchestra’s use at Family pre-concert activities and in LO musician school visits.

- Performances by the three (3) finalists in the Young Artist Competition have been posted to our website for you to enjoy.

- Communication to our members and ALO friends throughout the region was enhanced by the improved ALO website www.associationLO.org.

I hope you have been taking advantage of some of the online performances by the Orchestra. Teddy and his team have done a phenomenal job of providing music in varying formats (duets, small ensembles, and live streamed concerts) for the community. You can find them by searching the LO website.

A most sincere thank you to each one of you for keeping our incredible Louisville Orchestra in your minds and hearts.

We look forward to seeing everyone at concerts and ALO events in 2021!

Happy New Year!

Mona S. Newell
associationloinfo@gmail.com